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I am up in the clouds. Wind blows up into the clouds. Something is swirling and turning around 
further down below. The wind blows up. There are crystals down below. Technology metal. A metal 
surface down below black color. Something blows around and around in circles fast. Electrical falls 
down as rain of golden pieces of sparks. 

The ground is purple dark red and is not natural. We are on some kind of thing, it must be a 
manmade structure but it is a flat surface. It exhales, breathes, upward. There is a ring on the purple 
ground, the ring is red color. Something is up in the air. Bubbles are up in the air. 

Looking at the drawing, there are three different kinds of little particles: the red ones in a ring on 
the ground, the yellow ones falling down as embers from the sky, the blue bubbles in the sky. 

The flat surface is perfectly smooth and like metal, this cannot be a natural surface we must have a 
manmade structure or surface. There is a red ring on the ground. And the yellow embers above. We 
are in a closed confined space. The yellow embers are directly adjacent to the blue bubbles. The 
wind blows up. There is a red ring on the purple red ground and the wind is blowing upward from it. 
Red purple colors. No blue and no green, no water and no plants. There are bright yellow embers on 
the red. The yellow embers are higher up than the ground with the red circle. The blue color bits are 
right above the yellow color bits, blue adjacent to the yellow. 

The wind blows up. This could be a living creature, I often have a living creature on ProjectX targets 
when the wind is blowing up. 

The purple red ground feels soft and rubbery and synthetic when I dig at it with a spoon. This target 
does not seem natural like nature. The wind blowing up is significant, is this natural or is it again a 
living creature exhaling? 

The target is not water since no water was found. It is not a mountain since I found no such large 
shape, or such shape, or rock or gravel or stone. It is not energy because I do not choose that 
subjective target category for any of them and hope for the best. It cannot be land because even 
though the floor is an even surface it is purple red and feels synthetic or rubber or plastic. It could 
be lifeform because it exhales, it could be structure that exhales. 

I will make a guess and say it is lifeform but that is more of a guess than an RV conclusion. It 



definitely exhales. 

Notes: Start 1:26 PM
4:27 PM End session

Choice: lifeform
(because materials are not nature, no water no stone no plants, no mountain no stone or rock no 
mountain shape, has a flat surface but is the wrong color and texture and is perfectly smooth so it 
cannot be natural land, is either a structure or a lifeform, and since it exhales it could be a lifeform) 

We are inside a red purple space with a smooth surface feels synthetic. Red ring on the floor made 
up out of red specks of color. Yellow specks of color are above the ring and are like falling embers. 
Adjacent to yellow embers are bright light blue specks of color. Wind blows up from the ring like 
exhales, no inhales were sensed. No rock or mountain shape or texture, no water, no plants, 
smooth like land but too even and feels synthetic and has unnatural color. I cannot think of a 
structure that exhales so I choose lifeform.

Feedback: Wow! I am very happy with the result!!! The target category would have been energy, it 
is a round lava pit in the ground! It IS INDEED a red ring on the ground and IT DOES INDEED have 
yellow embers and it most certainly would have hot air rising up from it! Well done bravo! Even 
though I chose lifeform and not energy, I count this one as a very very good result! I did consider 
during the session of choosing energy, but never mind about that. The correlation between my 
report and the target feedback is so superb I am really very happy about this one yay I could 
celebrate! 

1. lifeform
2. structure
3. land
4. energy (subjective, when is energy primary? I will never choose energy for these targets)
5. mountain
6. water
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ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Up in the clouds. 

IE. Wind blows up into the clouds. 

IE. Something swirling and turning around down below in a circle. 

IE. Crystals are down below. 



IE. Technology metal. 

IE. Electrical golden sparks fall down as rain. 


